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Abstract. We consider the problem of highly space-efficient represen-
tation of separable graphs while supporting queries in constant time in
the RAM with logarithmic word size. In particular, we show constant-
time support for adjacency, degree and neighborhood queries. For any
monotone class of separable graphs, the storage requirement of the rep-
resentation is optimal to within lower order terms.

Separable graphs are those that admit a O(nc)-separator theorem
where c < 1. Many graphs that arise in practice are indeed separable.
For instance, graphs with a bounded genus are separable. In particular,
planar graphs (genus 0) are separable and our scheme gives the first
succinct representation of planar graphs with a storage requirement that
matches the information-theory minimum to within lower order terms
with constant time support for the queries.

We, furthers, show that we can also modify the scheme to succinctly
represent the combinatorial planar embedding of planar graphs (and
hence encode planar maps).

1 Introduction

Many applications use graphs to model connectivity information and relationship
between different objects. As the size of these graphs grow, the space efficiency
becomes increasingly important. The structural connectivity of the Web modeled
as the Web graph is an example which presently contains billions of vertices and
the number is growing [1]. As a result, compact representation of such graphs
for use in various algorithms has been in interest [2,3,4,5]. Planar (and almost
planar) graphs which capture various structural artifacts such as road networks,
form another example of graphs whose space-efficient representation is crucial
due to their massive size. For all these applications, it is desirable to represent the
graph compactly and be able to answer dynamic queries on the graph quickly.

A succinct representation of a combinatorial object is a compact representa-
tion of that object such that its storage requirement matches the information-
theoretic space lower bound to within lower order terms, and it supports a
reasonable set of queries in constant time. Succinct data structures perform
under the uniform-cost word RAM-model with Θ (lg n) word size [6]1. Hence,
the main distinction between succinct and compact representations of an object
1 lg n denotes log2 n.
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is that unlike compact representations, the storage requirement of a succinct rep-
resentation cannot be a constant factor away from the optimal and moreover,
queries must perform in constant time.

Unstructured graphs are highly incompressible (see section 1.1). Fortunately
however, most types of graph that arise in practice have some structural prop-
erties. A most common structural property that graphs in practice have is that
they have small separators. A graph has small separators if its induced subgraphs
can be partitioned into two parts of roughly the same size by removing a small
number of vertices (to be defined precisely in section 2). Planar graphs (such
as 2-dimensional meshes), almost planar graphs (such as road networks, distri-
bution networks) [7,8], and most 3-dimensional meshes [9] have indeed small
separators.

In this paper, we study the problem of succinct representations of separa-
ble undirected and unlabeled graphs (as defined precisely in definition 1). We
present a succinct representation with a storage requirement which achieves
the information-theoretic bound to within lower order terms and show constant
time support for the following set of queries: adjacency queries, neighborhood
queries, and degree queries. Adjacency queries on a pair of vertices x, y de-
termines whether (x, y) is an edge. Neighborhood queries iterate through the
neighbors of a given vertex x. Finally, the degree query outputs the number of
incident edges to a given vertex x. A representation that supports these queries
in constant time has the functionality of both an adjacency list and an adjacency
matrix at the same time.

Analogous to Fredrickson’s partitioning scheme for planar graphs [8], our suc-
cinct representation is based on recursive decomposition of graphs into smaller
graphs. We repeatedly separate the given graph into smaller graphs to obtain
small graphs of poly-logarithmic size which we refer to as by mini-graphs. These
mini-graphs are further separated into yet smaller graphs of sub-logarithmic size
which we refer to as by micro-graphs. Micro-graphs have small enough sizes
to be catalogued and listed in a look-up table. Micro-graphs are encoded by
a reference to within the look-up table. At each step that a graph is repeat-
edly split into two smaller subgraphs, the vertices in the separator are copied
into both subgraphs. Therefore there are duplicate vertices in mini-graphs and
micro-graphs. The main difficulty is to be able to represent the correspondence
between duplicate vertices and the original graph vertices.

The time to construct the representation is dominated by the time needed
to recursively decompose the graph into mini-graphs and micro-graphs and also
by the time needed to assemble the look-up table for micro-graphs. The time
for finding the separators and decomposing the graph recursively varies signif-
icantly from a family of graphs to another. For instance, there are linear time
algorithms for finding separators in planar graphs and well-shaped meshes in ar-
bitrary dimensions [7,9]. For our purposes a poly-logarithmic approximation of
the separator size suffices and therefore we use Leighton-Rao’s polynomial time
construction [10]. The time required to assemble the look-up table depends on
the maximum size of micro-trees, since we need to exhaustively list all separable
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graphs modulo their isomorphism up to that size. We have a large degree of
freedom on the choice of maximum size of a micro-graph, choice of

√
lg n

lg lg n as
the maximum micro-graph size ensures a sub-linear look-up table construction
time. Albeit, for simplicity of presentation of this paper, we will use lg n

lg lg n as the
maximum micro-graph size.

1.1 Related Work

As mentioned previously, unstructured graphs are highly incompressible. A sim-
ple counting argument shows that a random graph with n vertices and m edges
requires

⌈
lg

((n
2)
m

)⌉
bits. Blandford et al. [11] achieves this bound within a con-

stant multiplicative factor for sparse graphs. Raman et al. [12] give a repre-
sentation with a storage requirement which is roughly twice the information
theory minimum and supports adjacency and neighborhood queries in constant
time. Farzan and Munro [13] prove the infeasibility of achieving the information-
theoretic space lower bound to within lower order terms and constant-time query
support. and give a representation with a storage requirement that is a factor of
1 + ε away from the minimum (for any constant ε > 0).

Hence, space efficient representations of graphs with a certain combinato-
rial structure has been of interest: e.g. bounded-genus graphs [14], graphs with
limited arboricity, and c-decomposable graphs [15]. A strong line of research
has been on compressing planar graphs. Given a planar graph with n vertices,
Turán [16] gives a O(n)-bit representation. Keeler and Westbrook [17] improve
the space by a constant factor. He et al. [18] improve the first order term of
space to the information-theory minimum. However, none of these consider fast
support for queries.

Jacobson [19] gives a linear-space representation for planar graphs which sup-
ports adjacency queries in logarithmic time. Munro and Raman [20] gives a
linear-space encoding for planar graphs in which supports queries in constant
time. Chuang et al. [21] and subsequently Chiang et al. [22] improve the con-
stant on the high order term for space. There is a vast literature on encoding
subfamilies of planar graphs. Two important subfamilies are tri-connected planar
graphs and triangulated planar graphs for which in a culminating work Castelli
Aleardi et al. [23] show a succinct representation. This representation, used for
general planar graphs, has a storage requirement which is a constant factor away
from the optimal (and therefore is not succinct).

One important aspect in representing planar graphs has been to also represent
the associated planar embedding together with the graph (i.e. to represent planar
maps). We demonstrate our scheme yields a succinct representation for both
general planar graphs and planar maps.

Blandford et al. [11] study space-efficient representations of separable graphs
with constant time support for adjacency, degree, and neighborhood queries.
However their representation is not succinct and can have a storage which is a
multiplicative factor away from the optimal. We present a succinct representation
for separable graphs that supports the same set of queries in constant time.
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2 Preliminaries

A separator S in a graph G = (V, E) with n vertices is a set of vertices that
divides V into non-empty parts A ⊂ V and B ⊂ V such that {A, S, B} is a
partition of V , and no edge in G joins a vertex in A to a vertex in B.

Definition 1. A family of graphs G that is closed under taking the vertex-
induced subgraphs satisfies the f(.)-separator theorem [7] if there are constants
α < 1 and β > 0 such that each member graph G ∈ G with n vertices has a
separator S of size |S| < βf(n) which divides the vertices into parts A, B each
of which contains at most αn vertices (|A| ≤ αn, |B| ≤ αn). We define a family
of graphs as separable if it satisfies the nc-separator theorem for some constant
c < 1. A graph is separable if it belongs to a separable family of graphs.

Lipton, Rose, and Tarjan [24] prove that a in family of graphs satisfying a(
n/(log n)1+ε

)
-separator theorem for some ε > 0, the number of edges of a graph

is linear in the number of vertices. Since separable graphs satisfy a stronger sep-
arator theorem, a separable graph has linear number of edges.

We use the dictionary data structures heavily in this work. The first data
structure we need in our tool set is an indexable dictionary (ID) to represent a
subset of a universe supporting membership, rank, and select queries on member
elements in constant time. A membership query on a given element X determines
whether x is present in the subset. A rank query on an element x reports the
number of present elements less than x in the subset. Finally, a select query
(which are reverse to rank queries) for a given number i reports element at rank
i in the increasing order in the subset.

Lemma 1 ([12]). Given a set S of size s which is a subset of a universe U =
{1, . . . , u}, there is an indexable dictionary (ID) on S that requires lg

(
u
s

)
+

o (s) + O (log log u) bits and supports rank/select on elements of S in constant
time (rank/select on non-members is not supported).

Unlike IDs, fully indexable dictionaries (FID) support membership, rank, and
select queries on both members and non-members. These are very powerful struc-
tures, as they can support predecessor queries in constant time. As a result, they
are not as space-efficient as IDs.

Lemma 2 ([12]). Given a subset S of a universe U , there is a fully indexable
dictionary (FID) structure which requires lg

(|U|
|S|

)
+ O (|U | log log |U | / log |U |)

bits and supports rank and select queries both on members and nonmembers of
S in constant time.

3 Succinct Representation

Analogous to the compact representation of separable graphs [11], we find and
remove separators recursively to decompose the graph. Given a graph G with
n vertices, we find a small separator S (|S| < βnc) whose removal divides G
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Fig. 1. Decomposition of a separable
graph G into G1, G2

The Original Graph
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Fig. 2. A schematic view of the decompo-
sition of a separable graph to mini-graphs
and then to micro-graphs

into two parts A, B with at most αn vertices each. We obtain two induced
subgraphs G1 = A∪ S and G2 = B ∪S. We remove internal edges of S from G1

(and retain them in G2). Therefore, we obtain two subgraphs G1, G2 from G.
Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition of an example graph G into G1 and G2.

We decompose G1 and G2 to obtain smaller subgraphs. Smaller subgraphs
are in turn decomposed similarly into yet smaller subgraphs. We define a con-
stant δ = 2/(1 − c) where there are nc-separators (definition 1). We repeat the
separator-based decomposition till the subgraphs have at most (lg n)δ vertices
where n is the number of vertices in the initial graph. We refer to these subgraphs
with at most (lg n)δ vertices as mini-graphs.

Mini-graphs are further decomposed in the same fashion. Each mini-graph
is decomposed repeatedly until the number of vertices in subgraphs is at most
lg n/ lg lg n. We refer to these subgraphs with at most lg n/ lg lg n vertices as
micro-graphs. Figure 2 illustrates the decomposition into mini and micro graphs.

The graph representation consists of the representations of mini-graphs which
in turn consist of the representations of micro-graphs. Micro-graphs are small
enough to be catalogued by a look-up table. Vertices in separators are dupli-
cated by each iteration of the decomposition and therefore there can be many
occurrences of a single vertex of the original graph across different mini-graphs
and/or micro-graphs.

Each occurrence of a vertex receives three labels: a label within the containing
micro-graph which we refer to as by micro-graph label, a label within the con-
taining mini-graph which we refer to as by mini-graph label, and finally a label
in the entire graph which we refer to as by graph label and is visible from out-
side our abstract data type for the graph. Queries indicate vertices using their
graph labels. Dictionary structures of lemmas 1 and 2 are used to maintain the
relationship between duplicates of a single vertex.
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Combining representations of mini-graphs. We assume mini-graphs are encoded
(using a scheme to be discussed shortly), we explain here how these encodings
can be combined to represent the entire graph. We start by bounding the number
of vertices of an individual mini-graph and their accumulative size (proof omitted
due to space constrainsts):

Lemma 3. The number of mini-graphs is Θ
(
n/(log n)δ

)
. The total number of

duplicates among mini-graphs ( i.e. sum of multiplicities greater than one) is
O

(
n/ log2 n

)
. The sum of the number of vertices of mini-graphs together is n +

O
(
n/ log2 n

)
. ��

As discussed previously the given graph is unlabeled and we pick (graph) labels
for vertices. Labels of vertices with no duplicates precede labels of vertices with
duplicates. Mini-graphs are scanned in order and non-duplicate vertices are as-
signed graph labels consecutively. Duplicate vertices in the original graph are
assigned graph labels arbitrarily using the remaining labels.

To translate graph labels to/from mini-graph labels, we build a bit vector
Translate with length equal to the sum of the number of vertices in mini-
graphs. This vector spans across all mini-graphs in order containing an entry for
each vertex of a mini-graph. The entry is set to zero if the corresponding vertex
has no duplicates and is set to one if it has a duplicate. The fully indexable
dictionary (FID) of lemma 2 is used to represent one entries over the universe
of all entries in Translate. Support for rank and select on both zeros and ones
allows us to translate between locations in Translate and graph labels. The
space of this structure by lemmas 2,3 is o (n). Figure 3 depicts an overview of
these structures.

Boundaries is another bit vector which is encoded also using a FID. It marks
the boundaries of mini-graphs in Translate. Translate and Boundaries to-
gether enable us to translate labels of non-duplicate vertices. Given the graph
label of such a vertex, we find the corresponding location in Translate by a
select query and then perform rank on Boundary to obtain the mini-graph num-
ber and the offset from the predecessor one which is the mini-graph label of
that vertex. Conversely, given the mini-graph label of a non-duplicate vertex,
we perform select on boundaries to find the start location of the mini-graph in
Translate and add to it the mini-graph label to find the corresponding location
in there. Now a rank over non-duplicates gives us the graph label.

For translating labels of duplicate vertices, we maintain other structures.
Duplicates has a list for each duplicate vertex which contains all duplicates
of the vertex as positions in Translate. Duplicates empowers us to iterate
through duplicates of a vertex. Real-names is an array with length equal to the
sum of multiplicities of duplicates vertices. Its entries contain in order the graph
label of each occurrence of a duplicate vertex in Translate. Real-names allows
us to determine the graph label of an occurrence of a duplicate vertex. Using
these structures we can translate between graph labels and mini-graph labels
of duplicate vertices. To account for the space of these structures, we note that
Θ (log n) bits are used for any occurrence of duplicate vertices of which there are
Θ

(
n/ log2 n

)
by lemma 3, and therefore the space is Θ (n/ logn) bits.
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Fig. 3. Indexing structures used to translate between graph labels and mini-graph
labels

Combining representations of micro-graphs. The representation of a mini-graph
is composed of those of micro-graphs in the same manner as the representation
of the entire graph is composed out of mini-graphs. The same set of structures
are built and stored. The technical lemma in this construction is analogous to
lemma 3. The details of this construction and the proof of lemma is omitted due
to space constraints.

Lemma 4. Within a particular mini-graph of m vertices, the number of micro-
graphs is Θ ((m log log n)/ log n). The total number of duplicates ( i.e. sum of
multiplicities) is O

(
(m log log1−c n)/ log1−c n

)
. Sum of the number of vertices

of micro-graphs together is m + O
(
(m log log1−c n)/ log1−c n

)
. ��

Representations of micro-graphs. Micro-graphs have Θ (log n/ log log n) vertices
and are encoded by an Index to a look-up table. The look-up table lists all
possible micro-graphs with Θ (log n/ log log n) vertices ordered according to their
numbers of vertices. The table also stores pre-computed answers to all queries
of interest.

Index fields account for the dominant space term. Since we enumerate micro-
graphs to list them in the look-up table, the length of the Index field matches the
entropy bound for each micro-tree. Since a family of separable graphs has a linear
entropy (H() = O (n)) [11], the sum of the lengths of Index fields over all micro-
graphs is H(Σ) + o(n) where Σ is the sum of the number of vertices of micro-
graphs (o(n) comes from the round-up for individual indices). Lemmas 3 and 4
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show that Σ = n + o (n) and thus the length of the encoding is H(n) + o (n).
Since all indexes built to combine micro-graphs into mini-graphs and combine
mini-graphs into an entire graph is o (n) as shown, and the storage requirement
of the look-up table is o(n), the entire representation requires H(n) + o (n) bits.

We now turn to showing support for queries in constant time. The two main
queries of interest are neighborhood and adjacency queries and support for degree
queries is straightforward.

3.1 Neighborhood Queries

We now explain how neighbors of a vertex can be reported in constant time per
neighbor. Given a vertex v by its graph label, we first determine if it has dupli-
cates by a simple comparison. If there is no duplicates then the corresponding
mini-graph and the mini-graph label are determined. If there are duplicates, we
use Duplicates array to look-up each occurrence of the vertex one by one. Each
occurrence leads us to a particular vertex in a mini-graph.

Once confined to a mini-graph and a particular vertex u therein, we determine
analogously if u has duplicates across micro-graphs. If no duplicate exists, then
we find the micro-graph and the micro-graph label therein and the query is an-
swered using the pre-computed neighbors in the look-up table. In case duplicates
exist, array Duplicates is used and each occurrence is handled analogously.

Each neighbor vertex name is a micro-graph label and should be translated
to a graph label which is performed by a conversion to mini-graph label and
subsequently to a graph label using Translate, Boundaries structures.

3.2 Adjacency Queries

We use the same approach as in [11] and direct the edges such that in the
resulting graph each vertex has a bounded out-degree:

Lemma 5 ([11]). The edges of a separable graph can be directed in linear time
such that each vertex has out-degree at most b for some constant b > 0.

In order to answer the adjacency query q(u, v), it suffices to show how outgoing
edges of a vertex can be looked-up in constant time as the (possible) edge between
u, v is either directed from u to v or vice versa.

We cannot store the directed graph as the space requirement would exceed
our desirable bound. We only store the direction of a sub-linear number of edges.
The look-up table remains undirected and intact, and thus it does not reflect
the direction of any edge.

We add the following structures to enable constant time look-up for out-going
edges. In a mini-graph, for each vertex v with duplicates, we store b vertices that
are endpoints of edges going out of v (Θ (log log n) bits each). Similarly, in the
entire graph, for each vertex u with duplicates we explicitly store b endpoints of
edges going out of u (Θ (log n) bits each).

More importantly, for each vertex with duplicates across different mini-graphs,
we store, in Structure Duplicate-components, the mini-graph numbers in which
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it has a duplicate . We cannot simply list mini-graphs in Duplicate-components
as we must support membership queries. We use the indexable dictionary struc-
ture (lemma 1) over the universe of mini-graphs. Internal to each mini-graph, we
build the same structure as Duplicate components which captures the micro-
graph numbers of duplicates of the same vertex across different micro-graphs.
The extra space added by using these structures can be proved to be o (n).

Given a query q(u, v) on two vertices u, v. We state the procedure for vertex
u, however the same procedure must be repeated for vertex v afterwards. We
first determine if u has duplicates in different mini-graphs or micro-graphs. If
it does so, then endpoints of its outgoing edges are explicitly listed which we
compare against v by translating mini-graph and/or micro-graph labels of the
listed vertices. In case u has duplicates neither across micro-graphs within the
mini-graph nor across different mini-graphs, u appears in only one mini-graph
and one micro-graph therein. For v to have and edge to u, it must appear in
the same micro and mini-graph. We use structure Duplicate-components to
determine if v has a duplicate in the same micro-graph as u. As otherwise, there
cannot be an edge uv. We now use a rank query in Duplicate-components to
index to Duplicates and retrieve the micro-graph label of the proper duplicate
of v. Within a micro-graph, we use the look-up table, to determine if they are
adjacent in constant time.

Theorem 1. Any family of separable graphs (definition 1) with entropy H(n)
where n is the number of vertices, can be succinctly encoded in H(n) + o(n) bits
such that adjacency, neighborhood, and degree queries are supported in constant
time. ��

4 Representing Planar Maps: Encoding the
Combinatorial Embedding

A planar drawing of a planar graph is a drawing of the graph in IR2 with no edge
crossings. There is infinitely many planar drawings for any fixed planar graphs
G. Two such planar drawings are equivalent if for all vertices the clockwise cyclic
ordering of neighbors is the same in both graphs. An equivalency class of planar
drawings specifies a clockwise cyclic order of neighbors for all vertices which is
known as the combinatorial planar embedding. A planar map is a planar graph
together with a fixed combinatorial planar embedding.

In this section, we address the issue of representing (unlabeled) planar maps.
The underlying planar graphs of a planar map is separable and therefore the
representation of section 3 can encode them succinctly to support adjacency,
degree, and neighborhood queries in constant time. In planar maps representa-
tions, we not only need to encode the planar graph, but also we need to store the
combinatorial planar embedding. Hence, we enhance the definition of neighbor-
hood queries to report neighbors of a fixed vertex according to the combinatorial
planar embedding: i.e. neighbors should be reported in the clockwise cyclic order
in constant time per neighbor.
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Fig. 4. A planar map (left) and the resulting graph where edges are subdivided and
connected according to the combinatorial planar embedding (right)

We first note that we can easily achieve a planar map encoding by increas-
ing the storage requirement by a constant factor. Given a planar map G, we
subdivide all edges by introducing a dummy vertex of degree two on each edge
and connect these dummy vertices circularly around each vertex (as depicted in
figure 4. Since the number of edges of a planar graph is linear, the number of
vertices is increased by a constant factor. It is easy to verify that the resulting
graph is planar and therefore separable. We can encode this graph using any of
the compact planar graph representations referred to in section 1.1 using O(n)
bits. Using the dummy vertices, we can produce neighbors of a vertex in the cir-
cular order according to the combinatorial embedding. Moreover, we explicitly
store a bit for each dummy node which distinguishes the immediate clockwise
and counter-clockwise neighbor (e.g. we set the bit to zero if the neighbor with a
higher label is the clockwise one). Using these bits we can produce the neighbors
in the actual clockwise circular order for any fixed node. This encoding proves
that the entropy Hp(n) of planar maps is linear in the number of vertices n.

Although the simple encoding scheme achieves the entropy to within a con-
stant factor, a succinct representation that achieves the entropy tightly to within
lower order terms is desired and we will give such representation in this section.

Theorem 2. A planar map G with n vertices can be encoded succinctly in
Hp(n)+ o(n) bits where n is the number of vertices of G. The encoding supports
queries adjacency queries, degree queries, and neighborhood queries (according
to combinatorial planar embedding of G) in constant time.

We subdivide edges of G by introducing dummy vertices of degree two on each
edge as described before to obtain graph G′. Since G′ is planar and separable, we
use the succinct separable graph representation of section 3 to represent it. This
representation in its current form requires a space which is a constant factor
away from entropy Hp(n). We will make modifications to lessen the space to
Hp(n) + o(n). We will also show constant-time support for queries.

The succinct separable representation of section 3 divides G into mini-graphs
and micro-graphs and creates duplicate vertices which are repeated in more than
one mini/micro-graphs. Among dummy vertices, we retain all that are duplicates
and discard all that are not. A non-duplicate dummy vertex d is discarded by
a contraction which deletes the vertex and connects the endpoints of the edge
d stood for. We refer to by the resulting graph as Ĝ. By lemmas 3, and, 4 the
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total number of dummy vertices that are retained is o(n) and therefore the total
number of vertices in the graph is n + o(n). Using a bit vector which is stored
as in lemma 2, we explicitly store whether a vertex is a dummy vertex.

Micro-graphs are stored by references into a look-up table as before. The
micro-graph is a subgraph of G′ and therefore is planar. Furthermore, the com-
binatorial planar embedding of G′ induces a combinatorial planar embedding for
micro-graphs. The table stores the combinatorial planar embedding of micro-
graphs together with the structure of the graphs. Theorem 1 implies that the
storage requirement of the representation is Hp(n) + o(n) bits.

It only remains to show constant-time support for queries. As the degrees of
original vertices in G remain unchanged supporting degree queries is trivial. Sup-
port for adjacency queries is more complicated since we have introduced dummy
vertices on edges of G. Nevertheless, the adjacency queries in G are handled in
the same manner as adjacency queries in the representation (section 3.2). To
show support for adjacency queries in section 3.2, we first oriented the edges of
the graph such that each vertex has a bounded out-degree (lemma 5). To orient
G′, we orient the underlying graph G according to lemma 5 and if edge uv in
G has a dummy vertex d in G′, we orient edges of G′ as u → d and d → v. We
orient edges between dummy vertices according to the clockwise cyclic order. It
is easy to verify that all vertices have a constant out-degree in Ĝ, and therefore
we can repeat the same procedure as in section 3.2. However, the procedure
guarantees that we can discover edges between immediate neighbors and in Ĝ
there could be a dummy vertex on an edge. We first note that this is not an
issue within a micro-graph as using the look-up table we can easily test if two
vertices are connected through a degree-two vertex (which we must also verify
to be a dummy vertex). For vertices that have a duplicate across mini/micro-
graphs, we explicitly listed out-neighbors in section 3.2; here we list explicitly
out-neighbors through dummy vertices as well (i.e. if node u is a duplicate and
there are edges u → d → v where d is a dummy vertex, we explicitly store v in
the list). Response to adjacency queries can be computed as in section 3.2.

u

v w

d d'

Fig. 5. Supporting neigh-
borhood queries on vertex
u: vertex w is reported after
vertex v regardless of exis-
tence of d or d′

We now demonstrate how neighborhood queries
are supported. Given an edge uv between two ver-
tices u and v of graph G, the neighborhood query
is to report the next neighbor of v in the circular
order according to the combinatorial planar embed-
ding. Let us denote by d the dummy vertex in G′

that resides on edge uv of G. Also we denote by w
the next neighbor of u in the circular order in G,
and d′ the dummy vertex that resides on edge uw in
G′. Either of dummy vertices d, d′ in G′ may or may
not be present in Ĝ. Refer to figure 5.

We distinguish two cases according to whether the
edge dd′ is present or absent in Ĝ. If dd′ ∈ G′ (both
d and d′ are present in Ĝ), then clearly we can discover the next neighbor of
u by taking the edge dd′ and arriving at vertex d′ which leads us to vertex w.
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Therefore, the more interesting case is where edge dd′ is absent. In this case,
neither of d or d′ could be a duplicate vertex (as otherwise, since we retain
duplicate dummy vertices and their immediate neighbors, they both would be
present and therefore edge dd′ would exist). Since d and d′ do not have duplicates
and they are immediately connected (by edge dd′), they belong to the same
micro-graph of G′. Moreover, since u, v, w are immediate neighbors of vertices
d, d′, these vertices or a duplicate of them must also belong to the same micro-
graph. Since edges of G are not repeated in more than one micro-graph, the
micro-graph is the one containing the (possibly subdivided) edge uv in Ĝ. Hence,
the edge uw can be read from the look-up table as the next neighbor of uv in
the circular order. ��

5 Conclusion and Discussion

We studied the problem of succinctly encoding separable graphs while supporting
degree, adjacency, and neighborhood queries in constant time. For each family of
separable graphs (e.g. planar graphs). The storage is the information-theoretic
minimum to within lower order terms. We achieve the entropy bound for any
monotone family of separable graphs with no knowledge of the actual entropy for
that family of graphs since we use look-up tables for tiny graphs. Namely, when
used for planar graphs, our representation requires a space which is the entropy
of the planar graphs to within lower order terms while supporting queries in
constant time. This is when the actual entropy (or equivalently the number of
unlabeled planar graphs) is still unknown [25]. This is an improvement in the
heavily-studied compact encoding of planar graphs. Moreover, we showed that
our approach yields a succinct representation for planar maps (i.e. planar graphs
together with a given embedding).

One interesting direction for future work is to extend the idea of this paper to
represent dynamic separable graphs. These are graphs under updates in form of
insertion and deletion of vertices and edges while the graphs remains separable.
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